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The Scheduling Problem
What does the Scheduler do? And what is the 
most concern about scheduling?

Deciding the order and/or the execution time of 
a set of tasks with certain known characteristicsa set of tasks with certain known characteristics 
(periodicity, duration) on a limited set of 
processing units. These units have a given p ocess g u s ese u s a e a g e
capability (capacity, processing speed) and are 
subject to a set of constraints on the completion 
time of each task and on the use of the 
processing units.
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The Motivation for Scheduling 

 In the old days, each control task runs on a 
dedicated CPUdedicated CPU
 No RTOS, bare metal

 No need for scheduling

 Just make sure that task execution time < deadline
 Now, multiple control tasks share one CPU

 Multitasking RTOS Multitasking RTOS

 Need scheduling to make sure all tasks meet 
deadlines
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A th E lAnother Example

 Task:
 spark controlp

 crankshaft sensing

f l/ i i t fuel/air mixture

 oxygen sensor

 Kalman filter – control algorithm
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Schedule and Timing
A schedule is said to be feasible, if all 

task can be completed according to atask can be completed according to a 
set of specified constraints.

A set of tasks is said to be schedulable, 
if there exists at least one algorithm thatif there exists at least one algorithm that 
can produce a feasible schedule.
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Review some definitionReview some definition
 Arrival time or release time is the time at which Arrival time or release time is the time at which 

a task becomes ready for execution.
 Computation time is the time necessary to the Computation time is the time necessary to the 

processor for executing the task without 
interruption.interruption.

 Deadline is the time at which a task should be 
completed.completed.

 Start time is the time at which a task starts its 
execution.execution.

 Finishing time is the time at which a task 
finishes its execution.
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Review some definitionReview some definition
 Lateness (Li): Li=fi di represents the delay of a Lateness (Li): Li=fi- di, represents the delay of a 

task completion with respect to its deadline; 
Note: if a task completed before its deadline, itsNote: if a task completed before its deadline, its 
lateness is negative.

 Tardiness or exceeding time (Ei): Tardiness or exceeding time (Ei):
Ei=max(0,Li), is the time a task still active after 
its deadline.

 Laxity or Slack time (Xi): Xi=fi-ai-Ci is the 
maximum time that a task can be delayed (or maximum time that a task can be delayed (or 
preempted by other task) on its activation to 
complete within its deadline.
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Some new ConceptSome new Concept
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H d S ft?Hard or Soft?
 A real time system can be defined as Hard or y

Soft real time system
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An simple scheduling approachAn simple scheduling approach
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Different Scheduling 
approaches

St ti li h d li Static cyclic scheduling
 All task invocation times are computed offline and stored in a table

 Runtime dispatch is a simple table lookup

 Fixed priority scheduling  our focus
 Each task is assigned a fixed priority

 Runtime dispatch is priority-based

 Preemptive or non-preemptive

 Dynamic priority scheduling
 Task priorities are assigned dynamically at runtime

 E.g., earliest deadline first (EDF)
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Cyclic Executive SchedulingCyclic Executive Scheduling
 Execution timeline is an infinite sequence of Execution timeline is an infinite sequence of 

hyper periods.
 The same schedule is executed once during The same schedule is executed once during 

each hyper period.
 Schedule is designed offline and stored in a table Schedule is designed offline and stored in a table.
 Runtime task dispatch is simple table lookup.
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Cyclic Executive SchedulingCyclic Executive Scheduling
 Pros:

 Predictability
 Low runtime overhead Low runtime overhead

 Cons:
 Task table can get very large if task periods are 

relatively prime
M i t i ht Maintenance nightmare

 Not widely used
 Except in certain 
 safety-critical systems
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Simple Periodic TT (Time-
) S h d lTriggered) Scheduler
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Simple Periodic TT 
S h d lScheduler
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TT C li E ti S h d lTT Cyclic Executive Scheduler
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Generic Time-Triggered Scheduler
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Si lifi d Ti T i d S h d lSimplified Time-Triggered Scheduler
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S f TT S h d lSummary of TT Scheduler
 deterministic schedule; conceptually simple (static table); deterministic schedule; conceptually simple (static table);
 relatively easy to validate, test and certify
 no problems in using shared resources no problems in using shared resources

 external communication only via pollingy p g
 inflexible as no adaptation to environment
 serious problems if there are long processes

 Extensions:
 allow interrupts (shared resources ? WCET ?) → be careful!!
 allow preemptable background processes
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N P ti S h d liNon-Preemptive Scheduling
 Principle:

 To each event, there is associated a corresponding process that 
will be executed.

( ) ( ) Events are emitted by (a) external interrupts and (b) by processes 
themselves.

 Events are collected in a queue; depending on the queuingEvents are collected in a queue; depending on the queuing 
discipline, an event is chosen for running.

 Processes can not be interrupted.
 Extensions:

 A background process can run (and preempted!) if the event queue 
is emptyis empty.

 Timed events enter the queue only after a time interval elapsed. 
This enables periodic instantiations for example.
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